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Rome, Italy, 1960

I wasn’t proud of myself.
Here I was on my first
morning in Rome, with
the cradle of Western
civilisation outside my
window, and I was still
in my pyjamas at midday.
But with a view this good,
why rush?
From our balcony at
the elegant Hotel dei
Mellini we overlooked
the ivy-clad terracotta
buildings of Via Muzio
Clementi, a quiet, central
street parallel to the River
Tiber. It felt like the perfect
setting for a Romeo and
Juliet-style triste, only my
boyfriend Andrew was keener
on testing out the hotel’s roof-terrace gym than
traipsing downstairs to woo me. Oh well, there
was plenty of time for that.
Rome really is one of the most romantic cities on
Earth, as we discovered on our first night, popping
open the prosecco and feasting alfresco in Campo
de’ Fiori. But it’s a foodie paradise too, and you
don’t have to fork out to enjoy it. One of our
gastro highlights was Hostaria Dino Express
(80 Via Tacito), a tiny and very local haunt,
barely bigger than a kitchen, where bills are
scrawled on tablecloths and the limoncello flows
freely. And naturally there is pizza wherever you
go, all of it thin, crispy and delicious.
“When in Rome, roam” soon became
the motto for our five-day stay.
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Much Wenlock, UK, from 1850

The modern Olympics have their roots – you may be
surprised to hear – in Shropshire. Dr William Penny
Brookes started the Wenlock Olympian Games in
1850, inspiring the visiting Baron de Coubertin to
export the idea to Athens. So now the Olympics
are coming home, it seemed like the ideal time to
explore the pretty market town where it all began.
We started with a stroll along the town’s Olympian
Trail. Picking up a Wenlock soft toy (one of the two
London 2012 mascots) for our daughter Ava along
the way, we rambled along the high street, finishing
near the romantically ruined 12th-century Wenlock
Priory (pictured, right).
Our base for the weekend was a four-star
self-catering apartment at Bourton Manor,
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66 Imperial Inn, draws on the city’s decorative
spirit with handsome murals in its five rooms,
while Francesca, the glamorous Signora on
reception was brilliant at sorting us out with
the latest restaurants and quickest routes.
Rome’s Olympic legacy is the giant Stadio
Olimpico, still the city’s largest sporting venue. But
to see its most spectacular, you have to travel a
little further back in time. No visit to the Eternal City
is complete without a tour of the Colosseum, and
our muscle-bound guide looked like he could have
taken on the gladiators himself as he navigated us
through this awesome hulk of history like an action
hero. Nothing at London 2012 is likely to rival the
dramatic scenes of the world’s most notorious

stadium, where, to a baying crowd,
women were pitted against dwarves
and prisoners were drenched in blood
and left to the mercy of lions.
Afterwards the light was fading and we
worried that we had left our outing to the
Forum too late. But an evening stroll proved the
perfect way to enjoy Rome’s most ruined ruins.
As we took in the ancient temples, arches and
crumbling columns, we let our imaginations puzzle
together the pieces of this city’s fascinating past,
surely at their most
romantic bathed
in moonlight.
Anna Trapmore
Hotel dei Mellini (www.
hotelmellini.com) costs
from £110 a night. At
66 Imperial Inn
(www.66imperialinn.
com) b&b costs from
£66 a night. EasyJet
(www.easyjet.com) flies to
Rome from Bristol and Gatwick
from £29.99, including all taxes.
For more information on Rome,
visit www.turismoroma.it.

the former home of Lord Wenlock, where we
enjoyed a complimentary pre-dinner drink in our
own private garden while watching racehorses
being led into their stables for the night.
Next day, after exploring scenic Wenlock Edge and
the Ironbridge Gorge World Heritage Site in nearby
Telford, we were back in Wenlock for the Olympian
Games. A fun international amateur event held over
five days, this is proof that the Olympian spirit is
still flourishing in Shropshire – and we could see all
the events we wanted without applying for tickets.
Neil Porter
See www.shropshiretourism.co.uk. The 2012 Wenlock
Olympian Games are from July 8-15. Apartments
at Bourton Manor start at £350 for three nights
(01746 785377, www.bourtonmanor.co.uk).
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